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j2534 oem diagnostics: using the oems own software, cardaq-m can do factory diagnostics with bmw ista, gm gds2 & tech2win, honda hds, toyota techstream, volkswagen/audi odis and volvo vida as j2534
continues to grow, the number of oems offering a factory diagnostic solution will also grow.technical support: drewtech offers free telephone and email support for all of its j2534 products. when you need help, call
on our experts that use and support reprogramming every day in addition to support, drewtech offers its users videos, faqs, support aids, and other online technical support thru the j2534 tool box 3 included with
each cardaq-m, free for the life of the tool! do not forget to order the accessory kit external audio/visual, 12-way adjustable steering wheel, 360 degree camera system, wireless phone charger or texacor, the car
skin and the interactive display, this is absolutely essential for the customer who wants to be able to connect the car to the internet. inquiry (optional)to be able to contact texa axone, the user can choose whether
the system will require the inquiry to be activated, i.e. the user can choose whether the diagnostics software will send a notification when the vehicle has been stopped by an accident or when the ignition is turned
on. the inquiry is turned on in the vehicle and diagnostic sections. "a" (optional)if the software is activated, the user can choose whether he wants the system to beep when the vehicle is in movement or when the
engine is running. the system is set up in the vehicle section and in the diagnostic section.
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